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Abstract—Stiffness sensing is an important issue in medical
diagnostic, robotics surgery, safe handling, and safe grasping of
objects in production lines. Detecting and obtaining the
characteristics in dwelling lumps embedded in a soft tissue and safe
removing and handling of detected lumps is needed in surgery. Also
in industry, grasping and handling an object without damaging in a
place where it is not possible to access a human operator is very
important. In this paper, a method for object handling is presented. It
is based on the use of an intelligent gripper to detect the object
stiffness and then setting a programmable force for grasping the
object to move it. The main components of this system includes
sensors (sensors for measuring force and displacement), electrical
(electrical and electronic circuits, tactile data processing and force
control system), mechanical (gripper mechanism and driving system
for the gripper) and the display unit. The system uses a rotary
potentiometer for measuring gripper displacement. A microcontroller
using the feedback received by the load cell, mounted on the finger of
the gripper, calculates the amount of stiffness, and then commands
the gripper motor to apply a certain force on the object. Results of
Experiments on some samples with different stiffness show that the
gripper works successfully. The gripper can be used in haptic
interfaces or robotic systems used for object handling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TIFFNESS of an object is one of important characteristic
which must be considered in physical contact with other
objects. The stiffness of an object can also be indicative of the
physical characteristics of the object. For example, in clinical
practice, doctors routinely palpate the patient’s body with the
fingers and palm to detect tumors, indwelling lumps and
smaller nodules. Moreover, in telesurgery, doctors take out,
pick up and move the tissue or organ of the body. Thus, there
is a need for sensors that can sense stiffness of tissue for safe
handling and safe grasping of tissues. Also, in industries, there
are many cases for demand of safe gripping and manipulating
delicate and sensitive objects. In some of such cases, it is
needed to know the stiffness of objects. In all these cases,
there is a need for a tool that acts as an artificial tactile sensor
give feedback to the operator.
The concept of artificial tactile sensing based on force and
torque measurements and geometric calculations was first
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proposed by Salisbury [1]. He showed that from the
measurement of a six-axis force/torque sensor, and by
knowing the geometry of the finger surface, most of the
necessary information for the large majority of manipulating
tasks including magnitude of contact force, finger touching
point and the direction of applied force can be obtained in a
simple and fast way. Intrinsic type of this contact sensor which
can be placed far from the surface where contact occurs, and is
often located inside the fingertip, was designed by Bicchi et al.
[2]. This intrinsic tactile sensor was used to prevent and
control object slippage [3]. In addition, tactile sensor is usable
not only in the case of point contact with friction, or hard
finger surfaces, but also can be extended to the case of robotic
legs, and used to improve the control of legged locomotion on
unknown terrain [4].
Major recent advances in artificial tactile sensing
technology have been obtained in surgical assistant robots.
This technology has been used in Minimal Access Surgery [5].
Using this method, tactile sensing is reproduced to surgeons
by using actuators such as piezoelectric actuators. This
technology is known as haptic. In addition, force sensitive
tactile sensor was used for minimal access surgery [6].
Artificial tactile sensing technology was also used in
minimally invasive surgery [7]. A medical tactile sensing
instrument for detecting embedded objects, with specific
application for breast examination was designed and
fabricated in [8]. In this study, the functionality of this tactile
sensor for detecting the existence of an embedded object
inside a tissue was simulated and analyzed with the help of
finite element contact analysis. In this research, by using force
and displacement sensors, the variation of breast stiffness was
measured and exact location of embedded tumors was
obtained.
In this paper, using the idea of artificial tactile sensing for
detecting hard tissues in medical applications and laparoscopic
surgery, a new programmable gripper for moving objects, with
the ability to detect the object stiffness, is designed and
fabricated. Although the force sensor has been used in gripper
robot fingers, but the feedback was limited to force; and
objects softness detection was done using only the force
feedback not calculating body stiffness. By calculating the
stiffness of moving objects, it is possible to exert gripping
force with certain predetermined criteria. In this study, in
addition to force measuring sensor, a displacement
measurement sensor is added to a gripper for calculating body
stiffness of moving objects. After measuring the stiffness of
the body, according to a predefined conditional control
strategy based on the measured stiffness and determined by
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usser, the grippping force is applied on thhe moving obbjects.
Fiinally, the peerformance off the gripper is evaluated using
soome samples w
with specific sttiffness.
II. DESIGN AND
A
MODELING
G OF THE STIFF
FNESS SENSITIIVE
GRIPPER
R
A. Governingg Equations
The stiffnesss of a body is a measuree of the resiistance
offfered by an ellastic body to deformation. For an elasticc body
wiith a single deegree of freedoom, the stiffneess is defined aas

the load cell andd potentiometters available on the markket, a
grippper, which caan be installedd on a robot aarm, was desiggned.
Fig.. 1 shows thee simple moddel and relatedd parameters, and
Fig.. 2 shows the gripper modeel and dimenssions. Gripperr and
loadd cell sizes haave been chossen to be closee to the size oof an
adult human hannd and fingerr length is prroportional too the
lenggth of the seleected load celll. Fig. 1 is ussed for calculaating
grippper fingertip applied forcee and displaceement in term
ms of
rotaational angle and torque M of the eleectrical motorr that
usedd for actuatingg the gripper.
(2)
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(1)
whhere F is the force appliied on the bbody, and δ is the
displacement prroduced by thhe force along the same deggree of
freeedom. As thhe objects havve different sttructure and do
d not
foollow special m
model, the governing equattions for calcuulating
displacement off two bodies in
i contact witth each other are on
the basis of elasstic module.
In this paperr, stiffness m
measurement is performed in the
direction of appplied grippingg force. Also,, a simple sprring is
m
moodel for objects. So, for meaasuring
coonsidered as mechanical
obbject stiffness,, it is nodded to
t measure appplied grippingg force
annd object deforrmation in sam
me direction of applied forcee.
B. Mechanicaal Design of thhe Gripper
Grippers werre designed tto increase thhe power of hhuman
haand to grab annd pick up obbjects. By advvancing sciencce, the
duuty of lifting and moving objects on prroduction linees was
traansferred to the robot and manipullator. This entails
deesigning advannced gripper ffor the robot eend effectors, haptic
deevices and manipulators.
m
In design aand fabrication of
stiiffness sensittive gripper, the physicaal contact beetween
grripper fingers and object iss so importannt, and hence, some
coontact parameeters are seleected for acttuating the gripper
g
finngers. These parameters are grippingg force and object
deeformation in tthe direction oof applied forcce. So, in addittion to
the conventionaal gripping annd moving mechanism,
m
designed
measuring forcce and displaccement
grripper must bee capable of m
in the directionn of grippingg forces and consequentlyy, this
u
of senssors for meaasuring forcee and
requires the use
displacement inside the gripper boddy. Accordinng to
coonventional grrippers in roboots and manipulators, the oppening
annd closing grippper mostly iss done using electrical motoors and
interface mechhanisms. For measuring grripping force, it is
neecessary to pllace force meeasurement seensor (load cell) in
grripper fingertiip where to be in contacct with body.. It is
poossible to meaasure gripper fingertip displacement in vvarious
waays. The bestt method is uusing displaceement sensor inside
grripper fingertip; but due too high cost off such sensorss, it is
poossible to use rotary encodeers or potentioometer and tuurn the
rootary displacem
ment of motorr to linear dispplacement of gripper
g
finngertip. A proocessor (microocontroller orr PC) is requiired to
m
measure the objject stiffness by
b interpretingg data obtainedd from
seensors and appply force on tthe object bassed on its meaasured
stiiffness and preedefined condditions. In this study, accordding to
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wheere α is
(3)
O
On the other haand,
∆

(4)

Inn this equationn, f is at maxiimum aperturee opening anggle of
grippper. By rottation of mootor from primary anglee
(maaximum openning of the ggripper) to , the amounnt of
∆
is aadded to f. Finnally, the lineaar displacemennt of
grippper fingertip ddue to object deformation
d
iss obtained from
m:
∆

(5)

∆

wheere
∆

2 cos

cos

(6)

T
The gripping force F at thhe gripper fingertip is obtaained
from
m
ot
sin co

(7)

Figg. 1 The simpliffied model and its parameters oof designed grippper
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Fig. 2 Gripper model and iits dimensions

Fig. 3 Block diagram
m of the perform
mance of stiffnesss-sensitive grippper for handlinng objects

For implemeenting experim
ments, a hanndle and base was
deesigned, so tthat the grippper can pickk up objects on a
labboratory scalee.
C. Control Strrategy
Fig. 3 showss the functional block diagrram of the stiiffness
seensitive grippeer for handlinng objects. A
As is shown iin this
figgure, the mainn components of the stiffneess sensitive gripper
g
arre sensors (inncluding forcce and displaacement meaasuring
seensors), mechhanical parts (including hardware
h
of tactile
seensor system
m, gripper, handle and base), eleectrical
coomponents (inncluding electrronic circuits and data proccessing
syystems) and ouutput display. By sending a command froom the
opperator to the ggripper, gripper motor operrates and the gripper
g
finngers are clossed. As the ggripper finger touches the object,
o
booth measured gripping forrce by loadceell and the gripper
g
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finggertip displaceement by the rotary potentiiometer, is sennt to
the processor at the same tim
me. Considerinng (1), becausse of
greaater elastic moodulus of loaddcell in compparison to seleected
spriing, the amount of meeasured displacement cann be
considered only for
f spring. Daata processing system calcuulates
the object stiffness based on thhe measured ggripping forcee and
grippper fingertipp displacemennt and then,, according tto a
preddefined controol strategy, coontrols grippinng force. Grippping
forcce depends oon object stifffness and grripper applicaation.
Tabble I shows thhe control strrategy which was used in this
projject. The appllied force on the object inn this researchh has
beenn chosen baseed on the seleccted loadcell. It is clear thaat for
applications that require greateer gripping forrce, it is necesssary
to uuse appropriatee load cell andd electrical mootor.
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III. FABRICA
ATION OF THE STIFFNESS-SENSITIVE
E
GRIPPER
Fig. 4 shows the fabricatted and assem
mbled gripperr. The
seelected loadcelll for this grippper is a singlee base type annd was
asssembled on the
t gripper jaaws. The loadd capacity is 5 kg.
Seelected electricc motor to opeen and close thhe gripper finggers is
a DC motor m
model 9805MG
G with torquee of 25 kg.cm
m and
woorking voltagee of 6 V. A rootary potentioometer (modell B5K)
waas installed oon the axis oof gripper foor measuring motor
rootation and connverting it to llinear displaceement of the gripper
g
finnger tips. Elecctrical part of tthe system connsists of a proocessor
foor processing haptic inform
mation receivved from forcce and
displacement m
measurement seensors. The prrocessor sendss these
daata to gripper motor and ddisplay unit affter processingg. The
syystem processoor is a AVR m
microcontrolleer (ATmega 1128A).
Foorce Control Strategy for gripping has been writtenn in C
prrogramming software
s
and was sent to the microconntroller
ussing a program
mmer. To moonitor, controol and adjustinng the

grippper parameteers, a controol program w
was written iin C
softtware. The proogram is desiggned so that w
when the compputer
is coonnected to thhe gripper conntroller electriccal board by uusing
a U
USB cable; itt is known aand connectedd to. In proggram
dispplays, the grapph of potentiom
meter output vvalues versus time,
t
grippper fingers displacement versus time, measured force
f
verssus time is shhown and finnally stiffnesss is calculatedd for
eachh object. The program allow
ws user to reseet the system. Fig.
5 shhows the experrimental set-uup.
TAB
BLE I
FORCE CONTR
ROL STRATEGY
Stiffnness of object (N//mm)
Object ccategory
Appplied force to objeect (N)
Veryy soft
2-3
0.1 k 0.2
Sooft
3-5
0.2 k 0.4
Midddle
5-6
0.4 k 0.6
Haard
6-7
0.6 k 0.8
Veryy hard
7-8
0.8 k

,
Fig. 4 Fabriccated stiffness-sensitive gripperr

IV. PERFO
ORMANCE EVAL
LUATION OF TH
HE FABRICATE
ED
STIFFNESS-SEENSITIVE GRIPPPER
For evaluatinng the perform
mance of the fabricated stiiffness
seensitive grippeer, three sprinngs with diffeerent stiffnesss were
seelected. The sttiffness of thesse springs wass shown in Taable II.
Too evaluate thee performancee of the grippper, the stiffnness of
eaach spring w
was measuredd three timees (to demonnstrate
reppeatability off the gripper cclamping actiion) by the grripper.
Reesults of expeeriments are shown
s
in Figs. 6-8. The vvertical
axxis in Figs. 6-8 represents tthe force of thhe gripper finggers to
the spring and tthe horizontall axis represennts the length of the
moment. To eliminate
e
the effect of noiises in
sppring at any m
m
measurements, the amount oof compressioon force of springs
s
waas consideredd from 0.3 N and the stiffnness was calcculated
affter this point.. The force control is baseed on the meaasured
stiiffness.
As can be seen in Table III, the vvalues of meaasured
Sttiffness in spriings 2 and 3 aare close to thhe true value and in
sppring 1 is furthher so that the gripper controoller detected it as a
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softt spring. The main reason for this differrence betweenn the
meaasured and actual
a
values of stiffness is the clearrance
betw
ween the griipper connecttions. By ussing displacem
ment
senssor at gripperr fingertip, it iis possible to reduce this eerror.
Anoother reason foor this error is spring buckliing.
TAB
BLE II
THEE SPRINGS STIFFN
NESS USED FOR EV
VALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF
F THE
GRIIPPER
Springg-1
Spring-2
Spring-3
Stiffness(N
N/mm)
0.488
0.53
0.4

V. CONC
CLUSIONS
Inn this paper,, a stiffness sensitive griipper for mooving
objeects in robotiic and Hapticc systems wass introduced. The
grippper having force
f
and dispplacement sennsors was ablle to
calcculate the stifffness of objectts and based oon a programm
mable
control strategy aapplied grippinng force on obj
bjects.
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Fig. 5 Fabrricated set-up foor experiments

The performaance of the fabbricated stiffneess sensitive gripper
g
fferent stiffnesss. The
waas evaluated uusing some sppring with diff
results of experriments show repeatable meeasured stiffness by
g
Also, the measuredd stiffness wass close
the fabricated gripper.
to actual valuees and errorrs resulting ffrom the cleaarance
beetween the grripper connecttions and bucckling springss were
obbserved duringg measurement. This grippper can be used in
roobotic system
ms and maniipulators for handling delicate
obbjects. Other application of this grippper is in suurgical
asssistant robotss for grippingg and pickinng up the sennsitive
tisssues of the huuman body.
TA
ABLE III
TYPICA
AL SPRINGS STIFFN
NESS MEASURED BY GRIPPER
Run-1
R
Run -2
Run -3
Stiffness off spring-1(N/mm)
0.40
00.33
0.40
Stiffness off spring-2(N/mm)
0.52
00.52
0.47
Stiffness off spring-3(N/mm)
0.38
00.38
0.35

Fiig. 6 Measured stiffness by fabbricated stiffnesss-sensitive grippper for
sppring-1
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Fig. 7 Measured stiffness by fabriccated stiffness-ssensitive grippeer for
spriing-2

Fig. 8 Measured stiffness by fabriccated stiffness-ssensitive grippeer for
spriing-3
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